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Abstract. The threat of DPA attacks is of crucial importance when
designing cryptographic hardware. As a result, several DPA countermeasures at the cell level have been proposed in the last years, but none
of them offers perfect protection against DPA attacks. Moreover, all of
these DPA-resistant logic styles increase the power consumption and the
area consumption significantly. On the other hand, there are some logic
styles which provide less power dissipation (so called charge recovery
logic) that can be considered as a DPA countermeasure. In this article
we examine them from the DPA-resistance point of view. As an example of charge recovery logic styles, 2N-2N2P is evaluated. It is shown
that the usage of this logic style leads to an improvement of the DPAresistance and at the same time reduces the energy consumption which
make it especially suitable for pervasive devices. In fact, it is the first
time that a proposed DPA-resistant logic style consumes less power than
the corresponding standard CMOS circuit.

1

Introduction

Cryptographic algorithms are usually strong against the known theoretical cryptanalysis attacks. However, the vulnerability of their practical implementations to
side-channel attacks [9, 11] posed a great threat to the security. The most powerful and effective branch of side-channel attacks exploit the power consumption
profile of the different data processed to detect the correlation between key materials of the attacked device and the dynamic switching power. This technique
is referred to as Differential Power Analysis (DPA) [11].
Several methods in different ways have been proposed to counteract DPA
attacks. DPA-resistant logic styles are the countermeasures proposed at the cell
level. For instance, Sense Amplifier Based Logic (SABL) [26] and Wave Dynamic
Differential Logic (WDDL) [27] are dual-rail pre-charge logic styles whose logic
gates are driven by a pre-charge signal to prevent glitches, and each logic signal is
represented by two complementary wires. The SABL needs a full-custom design
tool to equalize the capacitances of the complementary wires. Data-dependent

time of evaluation of the WDDL and its memory effect made it vulnerable to
DPA attacks [17]. Masked Dual-rail Pre-charge Logic (MDPL) [22] and Dual-rail
Random Switching Logic (DRSL) [7] were introduced by combining the masking
scheme and dual-rail pre-charge logic in order to use semi-custom design tools
without routing constrains. Additionally, these logic styles need a random number/sequence generator to prepare the mask bits. In addition to the leakages
found in MDPL [8, 23, 24], a practical evaluation done on a prototype chip [21]
showed that early propagation of MDPL gates leads to a significant information leakage. Also, Three-phase Dual-rail Pre-charge Logic (TDPL) [4] has been
proposed in such a way that each TDPL gate contains three control signals,
and hardware implemented using TDPL style needs a separate unit to schedule
control signals in order to prevent the glitches.
Although each DPA-resistant logic style has its own advantages and disadvantages, all of them have in common that they increase the power consumption
in comparison to the corresponding CMOS circuit. The fact that all of these logic
styles use the conventional charging method (and the major problem in DPA attacks is caused by the charging current of the capacitive loads) motivated us to
utilize a different charging method called adiabatic charging [14, 2] to counteract
DPA attacks. To the best of our knowledge it is the first attempt to utilize the
charge recovery logic styles for DPA-resistance. The charge recovery logic styles,
such as [10, 20, 16, 12] have been proposed to save the energy dissipation of logic
circuits. They are designed to steadily inject the energy (charge) to the capacitances (capacitive loads). Therefore, the dynamic power consumption is reduced
enormously. Thus, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the power consumption
traces will be decreased significantly in comparison to corresponding circuits in
other logic styles. Moreover, the pipelined structure of the charge recovery logic
circuits causes the power consumption of each cycle to depend on the number
and the values of the data which are currently in the pipeline. Consequently, it
becomes more difficult for an adversary to discover the correlation between some
specific processed data and the power consumption values. In this article, a simple charge recovery logic family 2N-2N2P [10] is taken into account to evaluate
the resistance of charge recovery logic families against DPA attacks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. It starts with a summary of
the most important properties of the charge recovery logics in Sect. 1. Also,
Sect. 2 reviews the principles of 2N-2N2P logic and deals with its difficulties.
The security evaluation of 2N-2N2P circuits in the presence of DPA attacks is
presented in Sect. 3. Finally the conclusions are given in Sect. 4.

2

Charge Recovery Logic

The charging through DC voltage source causes enormous energy dissipation
because the charge (the charging current) experiences a potential drop on its way
from the supply node to the load. In contrast, in charge recovery circuits each
capacitance node is charged steadily, and the voltage drops across the resistive

elements are made small in order to reduce the energy dissipation during the
charge or discharge of the capacitive loads via a power clock signal.
The principle of the adiabatic charging scheme can be best explained by
contrasting it with the conventional method during the charge of a capacitance
in an RC circuit. To charge a node with the associated capacitance C from 0 to
Vdd in conventional CMOS circuits, Q · Vdd = C · Vdd 2 is taken from the supply
voltage source. Half of it is dissipated in the path resistors, and the rest is stored
in the capacitor C. Thus, the energy dissipation in each transition is given by
EConventional =

1
C · Vdd 2 .
2

(1)

On the other hand, consider a capacitance node of a circuit that is charged
by a time-varying voltage source whose slope of transitions is slowed down. In
this charging process the overall energy dissipated for each transition is reduced
to
R·C
EAdiabatic = ξ
C · Vdd 2 ,
(2)
T
where T denotes the charging/discharging time, Vdd is the voltage swing value,
and ξ is the shaping factor that supports the other types of voltage source
waveform in addition to the ramp waveform. Ideally, the charging energy tends
to zero (EAdiabatic → 0) by increasing T (T → ∞). The adiabatic charging/discharging process is carried out by observing the adiabatic switching rules.
Also, the logic gates must be driven by trapezoidal power clock voltage waveforms to achieve the best energy efficiency [28].
Several charge recovery styles have been proposed so far such as Efficient
Charge Recovery Logic (ECRL) [15], 2N-2N2P [10], Pass-transistor Adiabatic
Logic (PAL) [20], Clocked CMOS Adiabatic Logic (CAL) [16], True Single-phase
Energy recovery Logic (TSEL) [12], and Source-Coupled variant Adiabatic Logic
(SCAL) [12]. Each one has its own characteristic and efficiency. For example, different efficiencies for some of them are observed in [6] and [13] that shows the
best choice for the design depends on several parameters such as the application,
the fabrication technology, and the frequency. However, their fundamental structure does not differ much from each other. Due to the simplicity of the 2N-2N2P,
it is taken into account to examine the DPA-resistance of charge recovery logics.
2.1

2N-2N2P

A 2N-2N2P gate consists of two main parts:
(i) two functional blocks whose duty is to construct the gate outputs out and
out as shown in Fig. 1(a)
(ii) a latch which is made by two cross-coupled PMOS transistors.
Also, two cross-coupled NMOS transistors are inserted to prevent from the
flotation of the output signals. In fact, it avoids the degradation of the voltage
level at the output nodes. All 2N-2N2P gates operate at four different phases:
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Fig. 1. (a) Structure of a 2N-2N2P buffer/inverter gate (b) Timing diagram in 2N2N2P logic style

input phase, evaluation phase, hold phase, and reset phase. In order to clarify
the specification of each phase, the operation of a 2N-2N2P buffer/inverter gate
is explained for simplicity.
The basic structure of a 2N-2N2P buffer/inverter gate is shown in Fig. 1(a).
During the input phase the power clock is LO, and inputs can change. At the end
of this phase inputs have taken their own valid values. Suppose that in=HI and
in=LO; therefore, MN3 is closed, and MN4 is open. In other words, the function
block which prepares out signal is closed, and the complementary function block
which prepares out signal is open.
At the start of the evaluation phase both of out and out are LO. As shown
in Fig. 1(b), power clock steadily increases towards HI; thus, out is charged
through MP2. In contrast, out node remains LO since it is connected to GND
through the function block. Finally, MN1 is closed and outputs are latched by
the cross-coupled transistors. Note that during this phase inputs must remain
unchanged.
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Fig. 2. A block diagram and a timing diagram of a 2N-2N2P circuit.

In hold phase, inputs switch to LO, and both of the function blocks are
switched off. In this situation output values are held by the cross-coupled transistors. Note that during this phase output values are valid and can be used as
input at the next stage.
Finally, during the reset phase power clock steadily decreases towards LO.
By falling power clock, out goes LO via MP2 until it reaches Vtp0 . Then, MP2
becomes open and out remains unchanged. The remaining charge of out is dissipated non-adiabatically at the next cycle if new inputs cause the complementary
function block to switch on.
A complex 2N-2N2P gate can be easily implemented using an NMOS function
block instead of MN3 and its complementary function block instead of MN4. See
[10] for more detailed information about 2N-2N2P logic family.
To establish a complex system using 2N-2N2P style, four trapezoidal power
clock signals which have 90 degree in advance of each other are employed. Each
stage of the circuit is connected to a power clock that has one phase latency in
terms of the previous stage. Note that the output of each gate is valid one phase
later than its input phase. Therefore, it is possible to connect the outputs of
each stage to the input of the consecutive stage. Fig. 2 shows a block diagram
and a timing diagram of a 2N-2N2P circuit.
Note that the performance of an n-stage cascaded adiabatic circuit is similar
to a pipeline with n stages. It operates at the frequency of the power clocks.

The phase latency to prepare the outputs is equal to the number of the circuit
stages.
Since charge recovery styles usually use trapezoidal power clock (PC) signals, several techniques have been devised to provide this type of PCs. These
techniques can be categorized into electronic power clock generators (PCG) and
Micro-Electro-Mechanical System (MEMS) PCGs. Electronic PCGs can operate at high frequencies (e.g., 100MHz or higher) but have rather low energy
efficiency. For instance, energy transformed in a trapezoidal waveform is 61%
of overall energy injected to the best presented PCG in [1]. In contrast, MEMS
PCGs operate at low frequency but have very high energy efficiency (e.g., 98% of
the injected energy is transformed to the trapezoidal power clock in a frequency
of 500KHz). Since details of PCGs are beyond the scope of this article, we refer
the interested reader to [1, 3]. Note that since these PCGs can be placed into
the chip, the adversary is only able to measure the total injected energy and is
unable to measure the energy injected by each power clock signal.

3

Comparison and Evaluation

3.1

Area Consumption

Since the 2N-2N2P is a full-custom logic style, it is not possible to compute
the gate equivalence for its logic cells. Thus, similar to [18] the transistor cost3
is considered to compare the 2N-2N2P to other full-custom logics SABL and
TDPL. As shown in Table 1, the transistor cost of all 2N-2N2P logic cells is less
than the corresponding SABL and TDPL cells. Note that the area needed to
implement the PCG is not included in the results.
Table 1. Transistor cost of 2N-2N2P vs. SABL and TDPL
cell

SABL
N P
8
6

Inverter/Buffer
AND/NAND (2-in)
12
OR/NOR (2-in)
XOR/XNOR (2-in) 12

3.2

TDPL 2N-2N2P
N P
N P
9
7
4
2

ratio

ratio

2N−2N2P 2N−2N2P
SABL
TDPL

0.43

0.37

6

11

7

6

2

0.44

0.44

6

13

7

10

2

0.67

0.60

Power Consumption

From a power consumption point of view there is a large difference between
charge recovery logics and other logic styles. This is the effect of the frequency.
In fact, the peak of power consumption traces in DPA-resistant logic styles does
3
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Fig. 3. AND/NAND - superimposition of the supply current traces: SABL vs. 2N-2N2P
(for different frequencies)

not depend on the frequency but in charge recovery logic families it does. A comparison between the superimposition of supply current traces of an AND/NAND
gate in SABL and 2N-2N2P styles is shown in Fig. 3. Obviously, the peak of the
power traces decreases for low power clock frequencies. It should be noted that
all results have been obtained using HSPICE simulation in 0.18µm technology
and 1.8V supply voltage.
Moreover, in order to examine the energy variation, a 2N-2N2P full adder has
been simulated and compared to the corresponding SABL and TDPL circuits. A
histogram of the observed energies per cycle presented in Fig. 4 shows that not
only the energy consumption of 2N-2N2P circuits is less than other logic styles,
but also their energy deviation decreases for low frequencies.
3.3

Security

The pipelining structure of 2N-2N2P (and other charge recovery logic families)
causes the circuit to process multiple data simultaneously. Therefore, the power
consumption at each cycle depends on several data which are being processed.
Obviously, a pipeline does not provide an effective countermeasure against DPA
attacks, and it can be viewed as a noise generator that has the advantage of
decreasing the correlation between predictions and measurements [25].
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Fig. 4. FullAdder - energy consumption per cycle: TDPL and SABL vs. 2N-2N2P

As described in [19], Normalized Energy Deviation (NED) and Normalized
Standard Deviation (NSD) are heuristic metrics used in a number of works
to evaluate the security of a logic style according to the variance of the power
consumption over different keys. Also, comparing the difference-of-mean-energies
which directly relates to the classical DPA attack [11] has been suggested to
evaluate the security of the MDPL cells. However, in order to determine the
amount of information leaked by a given logic style independently of a particular
attack, an information theoretic metric, mutual information, has been introduced
in [19].
i

h

I Sg ; Lqsg = H [Sg ] − H Sg |Lqsg ,

(3)

where S denotes any possible candidate value of the correct signal Sg in a sidechannel attack, and Lqsg is a vector of side-channel traces generated by the correct
key class sg . Also, H [·] and H [·|·] are entropy and conditional entropy, respectively.
Since 2N-2N2P logic can be viewed as a pre-charged and not masked logic
style, we apply their definition [19] to evaluate 2N-2N2P logic gates. As illustrated in Sect. 2.1, charges that remain on the capacitances of the function
and complementary function blocks are discharged non-adiabatically. These discharges may repeat for each stage of the pipeline constructed by 2N-2N2P structure, and hence each secret sg can give rise to different leakage traces, corresponding to the different values, v, existing in the pipeline. Therefore, the following
definition is used to compute the conditional entropy for an 2N-2N2P circuit.
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Fig. 5. Information leakage of 2N-2N2P AND/NAND gate

Note that a single 2N-2N2P gate is viewed as a pipeline with one stage.
Z
i
h
X
X
Pr [v] Pr [lq |sg , v] · log2 Pr [sg |lq ] dl,
Pr [sg ]
H Sg |Lqsg = −
sg

(4)

v

Pr[l |s ]
where Pr [sg |lq ] = P Pr[lqg|s] and lqsg is a realization of random vector Lqsg .
q

s

Since the consecutive values existing in the pipeline, v, are known by the adversary (or can be guessed), the probability Pr [lq |sg ] can be directly computed as
Pr [lq |sg , v].
According to the illustrated way in [19], we evaluate the mutual information
for 2N-2N2P circuits with respect to the amount of noise in the side-channel
measurements. In other words, we determine the noise threshold for different
frequencies in order to compare the results with other full-custom logic styles
(especially SABL). Similar to their assumption [19] to include various types of
noise that effect the side-channel leakages, a Gaussian distribution is considered
to model the overall effect of all the noise sources. In the following, we present
the mutual information of different 2N-2N2P circuits for various operation frequencies in the presence of normally distributed noise. In order to consider the
parasitic interconnection capacitances in simulations, two randomly chosen capacitances with a maximum amount of 10f F have been inserted on each 2N2N2P gate output.
Since simulations were done in a high time resolution, each power trace
consisted of millions of points (especially for low frequencies). We computed
the mutual information for each point of the traces independently of the other
points and then took the maximum information leakage for the given noise standard deviation. Fig. 5 shows the amount of information leakage of an 2N-2N2P
AND/NAND gate vs. the noise standard deviation and the frequency of operation. Note that among all full-custom logic styles evaluated in [19], SABL
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Fig. 6. Information leakage of 2N-2N2P XOR/XNOR gate

achieves the best result, i.e., 10−5 A for the threshold of the noise standard deviation. In case of 2N-2N2P, the noise threshold is the same for high frequencies
(around 100MHz), but it is decreased significantly for lower frequencies (around
100KHz). As a result, contrary to the existing DPA-resistant logic styles, the
vulnerability of 2N-2N2P circuits depends on the frequency of operation.
Since in the SABL XOR gate certain different inputs lead to identical leakages, and similarly, certain inputs give rise to very close leakages, the SABL
XOR is much more secure than the SABL AND gate. However, in the case of
2N-2N2P, the leakage of the XOR gate is approximately similar to the AND
gate. Fig. 6 shows the amount of information in the side-channel leakages for an
2N-2N2P XOR/XNOR gate. Therefore, the leakage of 2N-2N2P linear cells is
higher than the SABL even in low frequencies. Note that DPA-resistant logics
are invented to implement cryptographic algorithms which usually employ at
least one high non-linear function.
The evaluation is limited to these two logic gates since the gate structures for
the 2N-2N2P OR/NOR gate is completely similar to the AND/NAND gate and
thus they lead to generate the same current curves. However, in order to evaluate
a more complex non-linear circuit, an S-box of the PRESENT cipher [5] is taken
into account to examine the capability of 2N-2N2P to construct DPA-resistant
cryptographic hardware. Similarly, the amount of information leakage is reduced
in low frequencies, and the threshold of the noise standard deviation is around
10−9 for the frequency of 10KHz. Its diagram is shown in the Appendix.

4

Conclusions

In this paper we have discussed how charge recovery logic styles can be used to
implement cryptographic hardware that is secure against DPA attacks. Charge

recovery logic families have been introduced to implement low power circuits. On
the other hand, several logic styles have been proposed to resist DPA attacks,
but none of them can perfectly counteract DPA attacks. All of them increase
the needed area and the power consumption significantly. To the best of our
knowledge it is the first article dealing with the utilization of a charge recovery
logic style as DPA-countermeasure.
We have shown that a simple charge recovery logic, so called 2N-2N2P, prevents information leakage even better than the DPA-resistant logic styles proposed so far. An important difference between charge recovery and other DPAresistant logics is that the side-channel leakage of charge recovery circuits is
frequency-dependent. Indeed, the information leakage is reduced in low frequencies. Consequently, the usage of these logic families in order to resist DPA attacks
is more suitable in low-throughput pervasive devices such as passive RFID tags
and wireless sensor networks where area and energy constrains are the major
challenges that make other DPA-resistant logic styles impossible. On the other
hand, these pervasive devices require DPA-resistance because they are not operated in a controlled environment.
Since the currently existing charge recovery logics have not been designed to
prevent the information leakage, a novel full-custom logic style by observing the
charge recovery rules should be designed.
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Appendix: 2N-2N2P PRESENT S-box
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Fig. 7. Information leakage of 2N-2N2P PRESENT S-box

